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ABSTRACT
cp is a continuous positive definite function of a locally compact group G. Con-
sidering subgroups of G for which the restriction of cp is a character a short proof of
Douady's Theorem and its converse can be given.
We show that in connected groups G which are not the direct product of a vector
group and a compact group there always exist a closed subgroup H and a character
of H which cannot be extended to G as a continuous positive definite function.
Moreover, if G is almost connected the restriction map B(G) -+ B(H) of the Fourier-
Stieltjes algebras is surjective for every closed subgroup H if and only if G has
arbitrarily small invariant neighbourhoods at e.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a locally compact group and let P(G) denote the set of
continuous positive definite functions on G. G is Maximally Almost
Periodic (MAP), if G admits a continuous injective homomorphism into
a compact group. By the Freudenthal-Weil theorem, a connected MAP
group is the direct product of a vector group and a compact group. We
show in this paper that connected groups have the same structure if they
have the extension property (i.e. the restriction map P(G) ~ P(H) is
surjective for every closed subgroup H of G). Actually, if a connected
group G is not the direct product of a vector group and a compact group,
there exists a character of a closed subgroup of G which cannot be extended
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to G as a continuous positive definite function (Theorem I). Character
here always means a continuous homomorphism into the circle.
It is well known that MAP groups which are generated by a compact
neighbourhood of the identity have Small Invariant Neighbourhoods
(SIN) of e (invariant under inner automorphisms). In [8] we showed that
every SIN group has extension property. It turns out here that for almost
connected groups G (i.e. G/Go is compact, where Go is the identity com-
ponent) the SIN-condition is also necessary for G to have extension
property (Theorem 2).
It is Douady's theorem, which is the main tool in proving that for
certain closed subgroups H the restriction map P(G) -+ P(H) fails to be
surjective. We give a slight generalization of it (Proposition I) and state
some general results on extensions of characters. As far as characters are
concerned most of the proofs are very simple.
Representation always means a continuous unitary representation of
G on a Hilbert space.
2. EXTENSIONS OF CHARACTERS
For q; E P(G) there is a unitary representation 1r:tp on a Hilbert space
and a vector ~ such that
The set of normalized functions in P(G) is denoted by Pl(G). If q; E Pl(G)
and 1q;(s)1 = I, we have
therefore
Since q;(X-l)=Q:I(x) for x E G, one obtains
LEMMA I ([9, (32.7)]). Let ffJ E Pl(G) and s E G. Then
q;(u) = q;(x)q;(s) = q;(sx)
holds tor all xEG it and only it IffJ(s)I=I. Stp={SEG; 1q;(s)l=l} is the
largest subgroup such that the restriction ot q; is a character. •
Now let H be a closed subgroup of G. If y is a character of Hand K
a closed subgroup of G contained in the normalizer of H, we denote by
K(y) = {x E K; y(ux-1) = y(s) for s E H}
the stationary subgroup.
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PROPOSITION 1. -Lei I' be a charader of H and let N be the normalizer
of H. If qJ E P(O) is an extension of 1', the set {x EN ; qJ(x) =1= O} is contained
in N(y).
PROOF. Since qJ(e)= 1'(e)= 1, it follows from Lemma 1
qJ(x)y(s) = qJ(xa) = qJ(xax-1x) = qJ(xax-1)qJ(x) = y(xax-1)qJ(x)
for x E N, s E H. Therefore x E N(y) if qJ(x)=I=O.
COROLLARY (Douady, [9, (34.48.d)]). Let I' be a character of a closed
normal subgroup H oj O. If there exists qJ E P(O) extending 1', the stationary
subgroup 0(1') i8 open.
REMARK. Since the restriction map P(O) -+ P(Z), Z the centre of 0,
is onto [3; 13, Proposition 1.1] the converse of Douady's theorem is also
true (see [14, 5.23]). But there is a direct and simple proof by using
induced representations as follows: The representation U" induced by I'
on 0(1') may be realized on a space of functions t» satisfying
w(xa-1)= y(s)w(x), x E G(y), e E H
thus for s e H
(U"(s)w)(X) = w(S-lx) = W(xx-1S-1X) = y(s)w(x)
consequently
U"(s)= y(s)I, e E H
so every VJ E Pl(O(y» associated with U" extends 1'. Finally if 0(1') is
open, the trivial extension qJ of VJ E Pl(G(y», qJ(x) = 0 for x E G, x ¢ G(y),
is a continuous positive definite function. •
There is another application of Lemma 1. If 0 is separable and if I'
is an elementary positive definite function on H (i.e. n" irreducible) which
has an extension qJ E P(G) then there exists an elementary extension of I'
[8, 3.3]. We do not know whether this is true for non separable groups.
But if I' is a character we get
PROPOSITION 2. Let I' be a character of a closed subgroup H of 0 which
can be extended to G as a continuous positive definite function. Then there
exists an elementary function IX E P(G) extending 1'.
PROOF. It is easy to see that every extremal point IX of the convex
set E"= {qJ E P(O); qJlH = y} is an extremal point of Pl(G), thus n.. is
irreducible. But E" is not compact in general, P(O) k LOO(G) endowed
with the weak *-topology (compare [8, 3.1]). In order to see that E" has
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extremal points we consider the set
P" = {'P E P(G); 'PIH = 'P(e)y, 'P(e) < I}.
By Lemma 1, 'PIH = 'P(e)y is equivalent to
'P(xs) = 'P(x)y(s) for all x E G, s E B.
(If 'P =1= 0, we apply Lemma 1 to 'P/'P(e) E Pl(G)) and 'P E P(G) satisfies
this equation if and only if for all f E £1(G), e E H
S f(s-lx)'P(x)dx = S f(x)y(s)'P(x)dx
G G
where dx denotes a left invariant Haar measure on G. Therefore P" is a
closed subset of the compact set {'P E P(G); 'P(e) < I}. By the Krein-
Milman theorem, P" has non-zero extremal points, which are elementary
extensions of y. •
Combining Proposition 2 with the converse of Douady's theorem we
get a simple proof of the following fact.
COROLLARY. Let G be a locally compact group and let H be a closed
subgroup of G contained in the centre Z of G. If y is a character of H, there
is a continuous irreducible representation 7' of G such that
7'(s) = y(s)I for s E H.
REMARKS. 1) If G/Z is compact, every irreducible representation of
G is finite-dimensional [5], so the corollary generalizes a result obtained
in [5], Theorem 5.5.
2) Let H be an arbitrary closed normal subgroup of G. If y is an
invariant character of H (G(y)=G), therefore U"(s)=y(s)I, sEH, then
every irreducible representation 7' weakly contained in U" satisfies
7'(s)= y(s)I, e E H [2, 18.1.4].
This generalizes Theorem 5.13 in [14].
More general, let G(y) be open. Then x E G belongs to G(y) if and only
if there is an elementary extension 'P E P(G) of y satisfying 'P(x)"# O. For
if x E G(y), let 7' be an irreducible representation of G(y) such that
7'(s)= y(s)I, s E H
Since 7'(x) is unitary there is a vector ~ such that
Then the function IX E Pl(G(y)) defined by
lX(y) = (7'(y)~I~), y E G(y)
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is an elementary extension of y. By Proposition 1, the trivial extension
ffJ E P(G) of lX is the unique extension of cc, so ffJ is elementary and
ffJ(X) = lX(X) # O. •
If L is a normal subgroup of B, characters of BjL are considered as
characters of B in the usual way. The first statement of the following
lemma is only a slight generalization of [14, 5.5]'
LEMMA 2. Let L be a closed normal subgroup 01 G and let B, K be closed
subgroups 01 G such that H contains L, BjL is abelian and K is contained
in the normalizer 01 B.
»<;
(1) II K is connected and il every character y E BIL h P(B) has an
extension ffJ E P(G), the action 01 K on BjL, sL -+ ksk-1L, is trivial.
(2) II L is contained in the centre of B, if GjL is connected and B is
a normal subgroup of G not contained in the centre of G, then there is a
character y of a closed normal subgroup N of G, N h B, which has no
extension ffJ E P(G).
PROOF. Assume ksk-1L#sL for some k E K, e E B. Then there is a
r-;
character y E B jL h P(B) such that y(ksk-1) # y(s), so K(y) # K.
(1) IfK is connected, K(y) cannot be an open subgroup of K, therefore
y has no extension ffJ E P(G) by Proposition 1.
In particular, closed abelian normal subgroups of connected groups,
not contained in the centre, have always characters which cannot be
extended.
(2) By the preceding remark, if BjL is not in the centre of GjL,
there is a character y of B, ylL = 1, with no extension ffJ E P(G). So we
may assume that G acts trivially on BjL, then for arbitrary x E B the
closed subgroup N of B generated by x and L is an abelian normal sub-
group of G. Suppose x ~ Z, then there is a character y E"b such that
G(y)#G.
If G(y) is open, p(G(y)) is an open subgroup of the connected group
GjL, p: G -+ GjL the canonical projection, so G=G(y)L=G(y), a contra-
diction.
Therefore y cannot be extended to G by Douady's theorem.
REMARK. Let B be a closed normal subgroup of G such that the
restriction map P(G) -+ P(B) is onto and consider the central descending
series of II
Bo=B, B 1I=[B, B 1I-1], nEl1,
where [B, B 1I-1] is the closure of the commutator subgroup indicated.
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If r is a character of Hn such that rlHn+1 = 1
r(hsh-1)=r(hsh-1s-1s)=r(s) for heH, seHn
thus the stationary subgroup H(r) is equal to H. By the converse of
Douady's theorem, r has an extension to H and then to G. By the first
part of Lemma 2, the connected component Go of e acts trivially on
H nIHn+1' n e fl. By [14], Theorem 3.3, this also gives a proof of Theorem 1
in [1] for the case of the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra B(G).
PROPOSITION 3. Let S be a solvable dosed normal subgroup of G such
that GIZ(S) is connected, Z(S) the centre of S. If S is not contained in the
centre Z of G, there exist a closed normal subgroup N of G, N ~ S, and a
character r of N which has no extension to G.
PROOF. 1) Suppose G to be connected. Since S is solvable and S $ Z
there are closed normal subgroups H, L of G contained in S such that
L ~ Z, H $ Z and HIL is abelian
so we can apply Lemma 2 as GIL is connected.
2) By 1), if SIZ(S) is not contained in the centre of GIZ(S), we can
find a closed normal subgroup N of G, Z(S) C N ~ S, and a character
r of N, rIZ(S) = 1, which has no extension rp e P(G).
But, if SIZ(S) is abelian, the assertion follows from Lemma 2 again
(H =S, L=Z(S)). •
REMARKS. 1) In [3] it was shown that connected solvable groups
with extension property are abelian. The proof of Proposition 3 above
is similar to the proof given there.
2) Let H be closed subgroup of G such that e e G has small invariant
neighbourhoods under the action of H on G by inner automorphisms
(for instance, if H is compact or G is a SIN-group). Then every character
r of H has an extension q; e P(G). (The proof of Lemma 2.1 in [8] is simple,
if r is a character). So the following corollary generalizes some known
facts (see [2, 16.4.5], [6, Proposition 2.1]).
COROLLARY. Let S be a solvable closed normal subgroup of G such that
GIZ(S) is connected. Then, if S is compact or if G is a SIN-group, S is
contained in the centre. In particular, compact solvable normal subgroups
of connected groups are contained in the centre. •
Now let G be connected and let rad (G) be the radical: rad (G) is the
largest solvable connected normal subgroup in G [12]. G is said to be
semi-simple if rad (G) is trivial. G/rad (G) is semi-simple.
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LEMMA 3. Let G be connected and semi-simple. If G is not compact,
there exist a closed su1Jgroup S of G and a character r of S which cannot
be extended to G as a continuous positive definite function.
PROOF. If G is a Lie group, its Lie algebra go has Cartan decomposition
go=fo+.\'o with .\'0*0 ([10, XIII, Theorem 1.3], [7]). Let ~"o be a
maximal abelian subspace of .\'0 and let g be the complexification of go.
There is a Cartan subalgebra 1) of 9 containing 1)"0 and a root system
L1 with respect to ~ such that each root IX E L1 is real valued on 1)"0 [7,
p. 222]. Since ~"o"# 0 there exist H E1)"0 and IX E L1 such that IX(H)"#0
and since IX(H) is real we can choose
O"#X E go such that ad H(X) =IX(H)X.
Therefore ~"o+nX is a solvable Lie subalgebra of go which is not abelian.
The closure 0 of the corresponding analytic subgroup of G is connected
solvable and not abelian. By Proposition 3, there is a character e of a
closed normal subgroup N of 0 which has no extension qJ E P(O). Clearly,
e cannot be extended to G.
In order to prove the general case let K be a compact normal subgroup
of G such that GIK is a Lie group. Then GIK is semi-simple [4, p. 54]
and not compact. Let N, e as above and S=p-l(N), r=e 0 p, p: G~ GIK
the canonical projection. Since e has no extension to GIK and rlK =1
r has no extension to G.
THEOREM 1. Let G be a connected locally compact group which is not
the direct product of a vector group and a compact group. Then there is a
continuous character of a dosed su1Jgroup of G which cannot be extended as
a continuous positive definite function of G.
PROOF. If rad (G) is not contained in the centre of G, the assertion
follows from Proposition 3.
Suppose rad (G) k Z, then rad (G) is a connected abelian group, so
there is a vector group V and a compact group K such that
roo (G)= V x K [2, B25].
Since G is not the direct product of a vector group and a compact group
and since V k Z, GIV is not compact by Iwasawa's splitting theorem
[10, Theorem 23, p. 39] thus Glrad (G) is not compact.
Then by Lemma 3, there is a character r of a closed subgroup of
Glrad (G) which has no extension.
REMARK. In order to prove Theorem 1 we could have used the Freu-
denthal-Weil theorem [2, 16.4.6] instead of Iwasawa's splitting theorem.
But, since connected MAP-groups are SIN-groups [11, Proposition 12.2
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(iv)] a proof of the Freudenthal-Weil theorem follows from Theorem 1
and the remark preceding Lemma 3.
PROBLEM. Can Lemma 3 be proved without using Lie group theory 1
3. GROUPS WITH: EXTENSION PROPERTY
Let G be almost connected (i.e. G/Go is compact, where Go is the identity
component). By [11, Corollary XII.I.] (see also [6, p. 10], for another
proof) the following properties are equivalent
(1) G has small invariant neighbourhoods
(2) G is the semi-direct product of a vector group V and a compact
group K such that K acts on V effectively as a finite group.
(3) G is maximally almost periodic.
Moreover, G has these properties if and only if Go has [6, Corollary 2.10]
(see also [11, Corollary XII. I.], for some more equivalent properties).
We show that the extension property also is equivalent.
THEOREM 2. Let G be a locally compact group such that G/Gois compact.
Then the following statements are equivalent.
(i) The restriction map B(G) -+ B(H) of the Fourier-Stieltjes algebras is
surjective for every closed subgroup H of G.
(ii) Characters 01 closed subgroups have always continuous positive definite
extensions.
(iii) G is the semi-direct product 01 a vector group V and a compact group
K such that K acts on V effectively as a finite group.
PROOF. If H is a closed subgroup of G and Y E P(H) has an extension
in B(G), there is tp E P(G) extending y [14, Theorem 3.3]. In particular,
(i) implies (ii).
Assume (ii) holds. Let y be a character of a closed subgroup of Go,
then there is tp E P(G) extending y, so tplGo E P(Go) extends y.13y Theorem 1,
Go is the direct product of a vector group and a compact group. Then
G has the structure stated in (iii) ([11, Corollary X.3], see also the proof
of Theorem 2.9, (1) -+ (2), in [6]).
If (iii) holds, G has small invariant neighbourhoods [6, p. 11], thus (i)
follows from [8, Korollar 2.11].
REMARK. One might conjecture that every locally compact group
with extension property has arbitrarily small invariant neighbourhoods.
The following counterexample is due to H. L. Skudlarek.
EXAMPLE. Let G be the semi-direct product of n. with Z where each
integer n acts on n. by r -+ 211r . Clearly, G has no compact invariant
neighbourhood at e. If H is a closed subgroup of G, then H is contained
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in '8 or it contains '8 or H is conjugate to a subgroup of Z. For, if H $ '8,
there is a real number r such that
rH".-l ('\ Z;6 {e}
so we may assume H('\ Z=mZ, m;60. If H;6mZ, take O*tE'ft, kEZ
with x=krEH. Then xm=km(2m-1)t, thus s=(2m-1)t belongs to H.
Since O;6SEH('\'8 H contains the set {2mns; nEZ} therefore '8CH.
Now, if H C '8, the restriction map P('8) --* P(H) is onto since '8 is
abelian. If '8 C H, the map P(G) --* P(H) is surjective since H is an open
subgroup. Finally, if H =Z, every y E P(H) has an extension qJ E P(G)
such that qJ(nr) =y(n), nEZ, r EB. Thus G has extension property. •
There are locally compact MAP-groups which don't have extension
property [14, Example 2.6]. But, if G is maximally almost periodic and
generated by a compact neighbourhood of the identity, it has small
invariant neighbourhoods [11, Proposition 12.2 (iv)], so it has extension
property [8, Korollar 2.11].
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